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ABSTRACT

UUCIASSIFIED

k simple method for calculating the shape of electrical pulses induced in

ion ohambers by the oolleotion of single ion traoks will be established; then this

methed will be applied to plane$ cylindrical and spher$oal chsmber geometries. From

the results cbtained. the proper use of these various chambers will bcoome clear and

some new methods of application will suggest themselves.
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IWEX)RYOF 10?9CEM3ERS

FIFO

Consider the general ion chamber as consisting of a high-voltage electrode,

a collecting eleatrode and a guard ring. A fixed potential. V. is applied between

the first and last of these electrodes. The collecting electrode is aonneoted to the

guard ring through a resietxuaoe=R, whioh is large enough so that its time constant@

RC, where C is its capacity, is long

the ohamber. The signal obtained on

of an amplifier tube either direotly

mmpared to the transit time for ions crossing

the oolleoting electrode 1$ applied to the grid

or through a oondenser.

The problem is to calculate the potential ohangeOAV~ induoed in the col-

lecting electrode by a system of’chargee between the electrodes. This is done by

solving Mplace$s equation for three auxiliary problans such that their sum is a

solution of the

Le,tA

present between

tial. ,LetB be

problem at hand.

be the potential function t’orthe chamber system wioenno charges are

the electrodes and when the floating electrode ha~ its normal poten-

the function describing the systgm with the

after a system of charges has been introduced between them.

duoe a charge@ -o on the floating electrode. Let C be the

electrodes grounded~ but

These oharges will in-

SO~UtiGZL Of the 8itU&LtiQA

when the electrode is floating, both sources of potential are grounded~ no oha.rgee

are batween the plates. but a chargc,+q, is placed on the f20attng electrode which

puts this at a potential~V=q/C. Then A+BiC is the potential i!unctionwhiah is the

Solution to the problem ,inquestion; namely, with C$hArg86introduced in the chamber

and the floating e160trode free. A takes care of the oharge distributions present

at equilibriwn~ BW guarantees that the introduction of charges into the ohamber haE

not ohangexithe duitrgeon the floating electrode.

T

A+ +(! uts all olcm%rodes of fixed

IHKIASS IWl
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potential at their proper values. Hence all boundary oonditlona are satisfied and

since A+B+C is a solution of Laplacess equation~ it is the only solution. This lead

to *F4 ‘;heorem:the introduction of a system of charges between the electrodes of ax.

ion chamber induces a-change in potential of the floating eleotrode given by

Avs q/C

where .q is the image chargo that would be indu~ed OQ this electrode if it were

grounded.

This theorem is

or spherical symnetry and

02 espedal value

when there me no

when

edge

the chamber has plane= cyM.ndrieal

effects~ i.e.= when the electrodes

are infinite Coaxial cylinders or concentric spheres. ~n this case there is no guarc

ring. In practices large planes or long ayli.ndersof small separation will approxi-

mate these conditions quite well ifnoue of the ions are near the edges. Uader these

oondit~ons ‘&is theorem is used to reduce the calculation of~V to a bmdintensional

problem.

Plane Parallel Chamber Neglecting Rdge EWeots. A) PUNJS Shepe From A Single Ion Paix———

Let the measure of distazmes from the collecting eleotrcde of a plane

para%lcl chamber be 2. Let d be the plate separation and A the ccllector area. If 8

ion pair is Introduced at ooordlnates Z+@ Z- the potential induced on the collecting

electrode is independent of their Xny co@rdinate6 un$em oneIapproaohea the edges so

*hat mme charge begincito appear on the guard ring. Hence for convenience wo may re

place the point okqrges + and a by uuiformple.nes of uharge at

aharge densities +e/’Aand -@/A respectively Nuwwe may oomputu

Jd ~ @i. ~is Changed Only between Z= Z+and Z= Ze where it is

&/A , WxlceAV=(l+~/A )(2==-2+). But beaau~e of the capacity of

ZF2+ and 2.2. wtth

AVas tho C-O in

less by the amount

the collecting
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electrode, external to that with respect to the high-voltage elemtrodo, its poten-

tial change is reducodby the ratio of the proper chamber oapacity to the total

oapaoity so that& is actually given by&=e(Z=-Z+)/dC. With this relation the

pulee’shape caused by,colleation of a single ion pair is readily obtained. Let the

mobilitioa of the electron and positive ion be K- and Q respectively. Then

Ciz./dti=- ~ V/d and dZ~dt= X+ V/d 80 that dV= ==(eV/Cd2)(Kg+K+)t W.tially. But

when one of the particles has been oolleotod (in general$ the electron) the beha’vior’

if the hi~h voltage electrode i6 negative and

[ 1
& = (e/dC) (~oZ=) + (v/d) K+ t

if it iEIpositive. It is clear that the direotion of the field makes no essential

difference in the chamberoa behavior. The final value of’4Vwhen both partioles are

collected isAV=e/~ the sign dopendimg on this direotion. The whole behavior ie

given in Fig. 1. The collsca%iontime for the eleotron is Z=d@.V “andfor MO posi-

tive ion Z+d/&V.

B) Pulse Shape FrcmAn Ion TracIk
I

The potential change of the colleotor caused by an

8 ‘ given by adding the effects caused by individual ion

.

pa%rs.

entire ion traak

Xnitially then

18
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~vs - (nev/cd2)(K++KJt.As particles are removed

alters until fi=llyhv=.

in the track. Beoause the

ne/c so that AV gives a

track will be linear in

can give AV more preoi.selyo Suppose the traak has

from the motion this expression

measure of the number of idn pairs

the absence of a magnetia field we

a range R~d and enters the chain=

ber from the high voltage eleotrode nm14ng an angle (3with the normal to the pMte8.

Suppose that the density of ionization along the track is distributed acoording to

[ 1some law p = ?0 (d-Z)/oos Q . We may negleot the effect of the moving positive ions

for short times since their velooi.tyis relatively slew= i.e.O E+<<K=. Then up to a

‘Franthen on the number of eleetwons inmotien is given by

J R- (&V/d Cos e](t-~]

o
p(~) d~

The number oolleeted by time t>tl is

8 is adjusted so *hat
J
“ pd~=n. Therefore
oA

&/s Io (e/Cd) R
R- (KaV/d 000 G3)(t-~)

[

R- (K.V/d GOS 9)(%%)
- (eV/Cda)

Jo

When all electrons are ooUeotedAfie value is

& = (e/Cd)p+~.+w
These expressions do not yield muoh & value until we Mfferontiate them. Thenwe

obtainat first [d(AV)/dt]t<t.=- (n@l/Cd2)& so that the in!ltialrise is always pro-

~
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portional to the number”of idn pairs present. Later on the shape is givan by

Z.e., ie giwm by the number of electrons

ionization ia udforme ioooo ~ = x@? then
#

L

~“

i J@v/Cd2)(K,/ItCOS ~) d - (~V/d) t

Still neglecting positive ion motjon$ uw see that the final value oi’

d@v)\dt is zero. The caae of uniform ionization is illustrated in Fig. 2

-————+

Fig. 2

Itis interesting to calaulato d2(&)/dt2e It is initially very large

while the traok electrons are getting into a steady drift motion sinco this ie a

very short time. During the Wne *18 it vanishes.

tr=d2/K=V it hL%S the value

The behavior for ? conslxmt is shown In Fig. 3.

The6e considerations haw led to sug- ,

1(t-t~)

?’
d%iw)

gesting a new way of measuring total ionization F

in a track; namely by differentiating the pulse.

Let us consider this in more detail. If tho

pulse is first ’amplifiedand then differentiated .

k-%--)

I
=-+

●

✎

Fig. 3
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the resultin$

are required~

put

Therefor’onot

pulse will be above the noise level of further amplifying stages that

An RC differentiatingoircuit responds to a voltage V=kt with an out-

[
V=kllc 1

only must ths amplifier

to be Rk%kSUrkd but dSO the RC Of the

for it to respond fully. The easiest

are collected somewhat slowly suoh as

. e“t/Rc]
be fast oompared to theJduration of the slope

differentiating oircui,tmust be small in order

thing tb do is to uso a gas where the eleotron8

pure argon. Here collection times are of the

order of a microsecond. By usinga deeper chsmbar this can be inoreased ifmll

tracks are kept mmy from the positive electrode. Amplifiers with rise times ef’.06

~econds we available. This makes the soh6me seem feasible. The lorm of pulse

height in the differentiatingcirouit is of the order RC/twhere t Is the elootron

collection time. If this is .05 nnd the original signal to noiseratio obtainable was

100 to 1 (low capaoity chamber input and triode first amplifier tube) it

as perhap8 10 or 20 to

oision than this.

One drawbaok

1,

to

adequate for meaarements which

this schemm is the more serious

do not require
.

.

edge effects,

will end up

more ,pre-

In the posi-

tive ion and electrcracol160tion scheme the pulse height caused by a single ion pair

$s everywhere the seine,even at the edge8 of tho oolleoting electrode.

The question arise8 as to the effeot of

the differentiating schemo of collecting ions near

the edge of a plate. Gon8ider a rectangular oo1- S-4 x
~

hrbing plate. A point oharge near the edge may be

replaced by a Mne charge parallel to the adgs. We Fig. 4

extmd the length 6f plate and MM so that the problem bcmcwmtwo+iimwIsiwwIo .
.
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NOW we may use the method of images, replaoing the line ohargo by two grids of

parallel line charges. At the oollector plate, the x components of field cancel.

The y component is of the form

{m/a) p sin (My/a)

‘y= cosh (2’Uk/a)+cos (2?ljF/a)

whore a equala 2d and y equals (d-s) for one grid and -(d-s) for the other. Tho

total field is then

~ =(2~/d) j)sin L2m(d-s)/2d]
~ c~sh (fl~/d)+*o~~(d.~)/d

This may also be written as:

%= -2P ~(M@)(-1)” [
] -filxl,d

sin ~(d-a)/d e
zl-

Now at the surface of the plate, 13Y 4 0. The total charge nck induoed on the ool-

laotor iss

/

-x
q“= “m 0@X9d’x

if the edge of the collector has coordinate -x. This is~

Mw

(-ly

Iienoo

mw ?

[-1?5 (l/~n)(-l)n sin fin(ds)/d e3”f+41d
- n-d
..

s (-l)n

thiS bacomes

s.

?L (Mm sin @i@) ~“rns/d
na

is the charge per unit length of the wires. Our probkm is to determine the

initial clv/dtsz (l/C) dq/dt = (l/C)(dq/dy) dy/dt. Since dy/dt is constant we only

● have to investigate variations in dq/dy. The following table gives the

cl~dyf!br ions at points near the edge relative to dq/dyfor aniorafiarb

ratio of

frcmthc edge,
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distmcf3
from edge

o ●5 *5 95
$/2 1.26 .96 , 085

l.o$j 1000 095

It may be seen ths.tnear the edge, tho slope dv/’dtwill be too small when tho elec-

tron is far froxnthe colloctor and too larg$ when the eleotron is too close. CNer.“

the bulk of the intermediate region, conditions are much better. Nevertholess9”one

must exclude a region of width d from the edge$ from giving an accurate msasureinent

of the number of ion pairs. For circular plates collector radius R, the ratio of

bad to total volumes is 2d/R, calling for a large R/d for accurate work.

It was shownWa’t if seoond derivatives of the pulses oould ba taken elec-

tronically very sharp spikes would result from each pulsw, followed byrel.atively

W13dC back wavea. These pulses would be nearly instantarmous with the formation of

the track and gi~:every high pulpe resolution and very accurate time location for

coinoidonoe work. Actiuallythis does not look as promising because as mentioned be-

fore the output of the first difi’erentiatingcircuit rises with ita RCO and is in

faot d@V)/dt%-
[

(zM1/Cd2) K- RO 1- e-t@]. The second derivative in reality be

conies

d2(AV)/dt2=== (neV/Cd2) E= t e“t~

if the second differentiating circuit has the same RC as the first. This iW3Q

maximum value at t ~quals llCand this value i~

[ 1d2@V)/dt2 t=C %== (neV/Cd2) & RC/o

where 5 = electronic oharge$ e s tramcendental number, and now r =.range of partiole.

Compared

20 to 3,

the baok

to the back kiok eV2 K=* n(RC)2/Cd5

for IN oquds 20xd2 KV as ohosen.

ktck is ptiobablylost in it.

cos Qr. The relative heights are about

The spike is a fao-tore closer to noise,
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The point is~ however, that if a fast collecting

differentiationemployed

Cylindrical Ion Chnmber

just as fast a pulse results.

Let the radii of the two coaxial electrodes of a

chamber be a and b respectively with b>a. Let a potential

tion. What is the pulse shape caused by the production of

ro? In thi6 problem we may smear the point charges over a

gas is used and single

long cylindrical ion

V be used for ion colleo-

an ion pair at r equals

cylinder of radius r

equal~ ro. One cylinder, usually the negative one, wi31 move towards the inner elec-

trode, the other towards the outer. The change in potential of the oollewting elec-

trode is given by integrating the field between the two cylinders of charge and then

taking into account the reduotion of potential change caused by capaoity of the

chamber external to itself, just

result is

AV= (e/C)

where r+ and r. are the radii of

partiales

Then

and

have been colleotedhV

as in the case of the parallel plane chambers. The

the -i~nd - charges

= e/C,

respectively. Again when both

Suppose again & and K+are the electron and positive ion nobilities.

!2&f_L-L
&( b/a] r+

?lf - roz=‘+ L&a)t 2 2
ro - ‘. = a- fiJ/a)

This gives 1

Av e
=.— 1~r2+2K Vt/&b/a)

C~b/a) -t/~b/a)

t

● If the ion pair is not formed too near the central electrode, the initial effect

will be largely caused by the oleotron or approximately
}

~
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Correspondingly

These relations show no simple behavior exoept that ‘theeffect of an eleo=-

tronAT depends oriwhere it is formed and its effeot on d(AV/dt depend~ on where it

is. It is olear that most of the effect of a moving charge onAV occurs near the

inner oolleotorO especially if Ma. Let U6 ask *ether we can make the inner col-

leotor so small that electrons produced in onlya relatively small volume of the

chamber give rise to a A..differing appreciably from tlat oaused by ehmbrons moving

all the way across the ohmnber.

The & arising from a single eleotron originating

ar~a). Wetillask overwkt fraction, f,ofthevolue

at r. is proportional to

is &r#a) not within

lo% of ~b/a). ThiG is f= (ro2-a2)fi2 where rJa= (b/a)””g so if b= Iod.gi.f. ,25.

This is not very promising. However things are somewhat better if we pose our ques-

tion in a more praotzcal manner. We must use a chamber for this purpose with an am-

plifierwho~e long time oonstant is greater than the time for electron transit from

b to a. In this time positive ions formed near the wife, where the electrons alone

have too small an effect, can move enough to contribute to the pulse size. The maxi-

mum electron collection time is

positive ions move a distance in this time giwn by r+-rO W-W’s

So that the total potential ohange in this time is approximately proportional to

.
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For small r. {implying small a) this approaches&[(b/a)(K+/K.)*). Now

that thiD limiting value is about .7 ~b/a) when b equals 1000a. Aotually the cir-

ouit responds almost as well for times somewhat longer than t so that conditions are

batter than this. Furthermore the number of tracks entirely close to the @.re is

smal10 in general improving conditions even r.uoreo

cylindrical chamber can be measured fairly well in

Spheri.oalIon Chamber

Therefore total ionization in a

this Bimple way.

Let a and b be the radii of the two concentric oleotrodes. This time we

mear the charges of

If

r=

the instantaneous

then

a single ion pair over spher%cal surfaaes and handle a8 before.

radii of positive and negative charges formed ~% r. and r+ and

dr.

and from electrons alone”

d(liv~aa a~2dL.v.~
dt ()G c r*

It is ulear that the moat effeotive region for moving oharges is even closer to the

central eleotrode than in the ease of tho cylindrical ohambor. The maximum collec-

tion time is approximately (when b>~a)
.

t = b2(b-a)/j%V&

Sn this the positive ions f.ormod near the cantor oolleotor have drifted to
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So thatAV is giwen by

Av=-

This has the fractional

I

,. . ,.
,.”: :;., ” t“J~l... . ,...

-14-

3 3+-(X.#K=) b3‘i’ s ‘o

I@,ue of the maximum

,JdEdQYL
b-a

If If+= 12= and b equals MOa this becomes ~~ which is quite good. Henoe a time

constant in the amplifier adequate for eleotron collection gives a very good propor-
h

tionality between pulse height and number of ion pairs per track.

u
.

\
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